THE PHANTOM MONSTER SHOW!

See...
Frankenstein's Challenge to His Maker!
A Synthetic Woman Brought to Life!
A Mate for the Monster!
The End of Love... and Life!

See...
A New Juggernaut of Destruction Loosed Upon the World!
Transformed Terror... A Shadowy Hand That Lives... Living Skeletons...
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(Beverly Hills, CA) - The premiere of the latest in the series of monster films, "Dracula's Revenge," was a huge success at the Palace Theatre. The film, distributed by Universal Pictures, features a礼拜 of the, Frankenstein, played by Boris Karloff, making a triumphant return to the big screen.

"Dracula's Revenge" is the third in a series of films that have been highly anticipated by fans of the horror genre. The film follows the original "Dracula," released in 1931, and "Frankenstein," released in 1931 as well, which introduced the world to the iconic monster of the same name.

Boris Karloff, who played the role of the monster in the first two films, reprises his role in "Dracula's Revenge," adding another chapter to the classic story. The film is directed by Rouben Mamoulian and produced by Adolph Zukor.

The premiere was held at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, and the red carpet was packed with celebrities and industry insiders. The event was a memorable night for all involved, with the film receiving critical acclaim and box office success.

"Dracula's Revenge" is set for release nationwide on October 31, coinciding with the Halloween holiday. The film promises to continue the legacy of horror and suspense that has made the original "Dracula" and "Frankenstein" films icons of the genre.

For more information on "Dracula's Revenge," visit www.UniversalPictures.com or follow the studio on social media. Stay tuned for the latest updates on the release and events surrounding the film.
See... Frankenstein's Challenge to His Maker! A Synthetic Woman Brought to Life! A Rotis For the Monster! The End of Love... and Life!

See... A New Juggernaut of Destruction Upon the World! Transformed Terror... A Shadowy Hand That Lives... Living Skeletons...

See... FRANKENSTEIN'S GHOUlish Monster! His Meat Ferv... His Desire to Kill! A Mate For The Monster! Living Skeletons! A Shadowy Hand That Lives!
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